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Abstract 
This paper presents an overview of metrics for web site structure and user navigation 
paths. Particular attention will be paid to the question what these metrics really say 
about a site and its usage, and how they can be applied for adapting navigation 
support to the mobile context. 

Introduction 
Device characteristics, such as screen size and means of interaction, and the contexts in which 
such a device is used, affect a user’s navigation through a web site. Past research has revealed that 
handhelds are typically used in a more goal-directed way than desktop devices [6]. If navigation 
support does not fit such variable user goals, it will be harder for the users to complete their tasks 
[10].  Therefore, with the increasing variety of handheld and desktop devices, the need for 
adapting not only site content, but also site structure to these factors grows [8].  

Web site users need orientation facilities to identify their current position within a site, to 
reconstruct the path that led to this point and to distinguish among various options for moving on 
from this position. Moreover, users also need navigation facilities to make their way through the 
web site [19]. Adaptive navigation support is a reasonable choice for facilitating or even 
encouraging the most appropriate navigation strategy in a certain usage context [4]. 

Traditional adaptive hypermedia methods employ user characteristics such as preferences, 
knowledge and goals. From several research projects it can be concluded that metrics based on 
site structure and user navigation paths are very useful in predicting web site usability [1], [17]. 
Moreover, these metrics are expected to be applicable for personalizing navigation support to 
meet particular objectives or needs of users in different contexts of use [12].  
 
This paper presents an overview of metrics for web site structure and user navigation paths, 
derived from both adaptive hypermedia research and graph theory. Particular attention will be 
paid to the question what these metrics really say about a web site and its usage, and how they can 
be applied for adapting navigation support to different devices and contexts of use. 

The Site Graph and the User Navigation Graph 
Hypermedia documents can be seen as a collection of interconnected pages. This node-and-link 
structure is commonly modeled as a directed graph [1], [2], [12] – the site graph. User navigation 
can be seen as an overlay of the site graph, consisting of only the pages visited and the links 
followed – the navigation graph. This navigation graph can contain information about one user 
session, about one particular user or about entire user groups. Although temporal information of 
the navigation path is not represented, many conclusions can be drawn from this model [12].  
 
Attributes can be assigned to the pages and links within both the site graph and the navigation 
graph [1]. Attributes that reflect page content and user navigation can be used for assigning 
weights to links. These weights express relations between pages. Several weighting mechanisms 
for the site graph are mentioned in the literature: 
• uniform weighting: each link receives equal weighting [7] 
• content-based weighting: each link receives a weight corresponding to the textual similarity 

between the source and destination page (such similarity measures can be derived from the 
field of information retrieval) [7] 



• transition-frequency weighting: each link receives a weight which expresses the probability a 
user will follow this link, based on statistics derived from an individual user’s path [12], from 
multiple sessions [18] or from the whole user population 

The same weighting mechanisms can be applied to the navigation graph. Note that the weighted 
navigation graph can be seen as a weighted site graph with minimum weight assigned to each link 
that is not followed during the observed period. A fourth mechanism, specifically applicable to the 
navigation graph, expresses user interest in the requested pages [15] and is believed to improve 
accuracy in predicting a user’s path [7] 
• view-time weighting: each link followed is assigned the mean time spent on the source page 

before following this particular link [15] 
 
Whichever weighting method one chooses, several metrics can be applied for analyzing the 
graphs’ structure and features. An overview of such methods will be given in the next paragraph. 
Naturally, the resulting metrics need to be interpreted to become useful. In this process, the 
intuitive meaning of the chosen weighting method should be taken into account. Interpretation of 
the metrics is also needed for distilling the underlying cognitive mechanisms for the observed 
behavior [9]. These mechanisms are needed to relate observed metrics to specific adaptation 
strategies, a subject which is researched in a separate track of our project PALS Anywhere1. 

Analyzing Graph Structures and Features 
The site graph and the navigation graph reveal a wealth of information. This paragraph presents 
metrics and methods that can be used for deriving site characteristics, different functional types of 
pages and user navigation characteristics.  

Site Characteristics 
Below several metrics are presented that reflect structural characteristics of a web site. These 
characteristics reflect a web site’s size, complexity, linearity, distance and clustering respectively.  
 
The size of a web site – the number of pages and links – is one of the most obvious measures. The 
larger or more complex a site, the more structuring is needed to prevent disorientation [2]. The 
size may depend on the type of web site – e.g. a personal site, an institutional web site, a 
newspaper or a portal site, all of which serve different user goals [16]. 
  The complexity of a site indicates the amount of freedom in navigation offered to the user. 
Complexity is most easily expressed as the ratio between the number of links and the number of 
pages [14]. However, theoretically larger sites can contain more links. Therefore it makes sense to 
take the maximum number of connections – each page links to all other pages in the site – into 
account. In [14] this measure is defined as the net density, which is the ratio between the actual 
number of links and the theoretical maximum. The distribution of links – or the total distance 
between all pages, compared to a theoretical maximum and minimum – is expressed by a 
compactness measure, as proposed in [2]. 

The linearity of a web site, expressed by the stratum metric [2], indicates the order for 
reading imposed by the author. According to Botafogo [2], linearity reduces complexity. A high 
stratum indicates that only few navigation paths are allowed, whereas a low stratum indicates that 
all pages are reachable from anywhere. Correspondingly, the number of cycles within a site is also 
a measure of linearity [14]. Since, intuitively, the size of the cycles makes a difference, the graph-
theoretic notion of circumference (a graph’s longest cycle) [5] might be useful.  

Distance, the shortest path between pages, can be viewed as an indicator of navigation 
effort. According to Smyth [18], cutting down the distance increases user satisfaction 
dramatically. An important distance measure is a node’s depth [2], its distance to the root – a 
site’s home page. Deep pages might indicate low relevance pieces of information. Other distance 
measures are the site’s diameter – the maximal shortest path between any two pages – and radius 
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– the minimal shortest path [5]. Some researchers have proposed studying the average length of all 
shortest paths instead, the average connected distance [3]. 

A web site usually consists of different clusters, richly interconnected parts of the site 
graph dedicated to a topic with but a few links to other topics [13]. This is similar to the graph-
theoretic notion block, a maximal non-separable sub graph, connected to the remaining part via 
one node, the cutnode. [5].  By releasing the constraints so that cross-references do not hinder the 
recognition of a cutnode, this feature can be put into use. Related to the notion of blocks is the 
median [5], the collection of nodes with shortest distances to and from other nodes. Using the 
median measure, strategic positions within a web site or within a block can be recognized. 
Conversely, the periphery [5] indicates all pages that form a dead-end. 

Page Functions 
Within most web sites, different types of pages can be distinguished based on the function they 
fulfill. Although most pages that merely facilitate navigation are usually marked with proper 
names (e.g. menu, glossary), it might be useful to identify them by their local structural properties 
– for structure reflects semantic relationships between web pages [2]. In [13] and [2] the following 
page types are discriminated by such characteristics: 
• home pages are the first pages of a set of pages one would visit. The distance from the home 

page to other pages within the set is small. According to Botafogo [2] the number of links on 
the home page (its out-degree) should not be too large. Its content similarity between itself 
and the reachable pages would be high. Cutnodes, mentioned in the previous paragraph, form 
the home page of a part of the web site 

• index pages point users to a large number of other pages. Its distance to these pages should be 
small and moreover – its out-degree (the number of links) should be large [2]. In [13] index 
pages that also serve as a home page, are called source index pages 

• reference pages are typically used to explain concepts (a glossary), or to contain references or 
acknowledgments. Reference pages can be looked at as the converse of index pages – the 
number of pages that link to the page (its in-degree) is expected to be large 

• content pages do not facilitate navigation, but deliver information or contain services. A 
content page is expected to have a small in- and out-degree. Also its size is expected to be 
somewhat larger than the pages mentioned above 

 
Besides this distinction between page types, one could also try and find a measure for a page’s 
importance. Pages can be important because of their content, or because they point to many 
important pages. In [11] these pages, termed authorities and hubs respectively, are distinguished 
using an algorithm that ranks both categories at the same time. 

User Navigation 
As mentioned before, one can model user navigation as an overlay of the site graph. According to 
Shahabi [15] this is the most detailed information that can be gathered in an automatic way. As 
browsing is an open-ended task, metrics based on the navigation path rather than the classic HCI 
measures such as task performance efficiency are needed [17]. Smith produces such measures for 
lostness in hyperspace, efficiency of navigation and user confidence in their own navigation 
abilities [17]. According to Smith, lostness is indicated by degradation of user performance, which 
can be observed by an increased number of revisited pages. Interestingly enough, in other research 
[12] it has been shown that more successful users made extensive use of a web site’s structure by 
returning to home pages and index pages very often. The latter results are in line with cognitive 
theories, which claim that navigation improves as the mental model of a document develops [19]. 
These temporal features of user navigation strategy can be expressed by adapted compactness and 
stratum metrics, applied to a transition-frequency weighted navigation graph [12]. 

Apparently, subtleties such as page functions are playing a role as well. In [7] and [15] the 
importance of the time spent viewing a page is stressed. Since people display a variety of 
browsing behaviors – such as random surfing, task completion and information seeking [1] – the 



resulting navigation paths will show different characteristics. Moreover, as indicated before, the 
structure of these paths will be heavily influenced by the design of the web site. 

Adaptation of Site Structure to the Mobile Context 
The previous section described how metrics derived from site structure, page functions and user 
navigation paths can be used for identifying user needs for support in navigation and orientation in 
a wide range of user contexts. We hypothesize that these metrics can also be deployed for actually 
adapting navigation support to various mobile and desktop settings. On page level, these 
adaptations can be created using common adaptive hypermedia techniques, such as link ordering, 
link hiding, link highlighting, link annotation and direct guidance [4]. On site level, these 
adaptations can be seen as a personalized subgraph imposed on the site graph. This subgraph can 
be evaluated using the same metrics as described in this paper.  
  In order to increase user satisfaction many adaptive systems strive to reduce dialogue 
complexity [20]. This goal may be reached by removing cyclical links – therewith increasing a 
site's linearity –  or redundant links – therewith decreasing a site's density. More explicit linkage 
to navigational landmarks, such as home pages, index pages and clusters, might prevent a user 
from getting lost in hyperspace. A reduction of the average connected distance, for example by 
explicit linking to central nodes – which need not necessarily be landmarks – might lessen user 
navigation effort. 

Since user navigation strategy changes with the context of use, one needs more than a few 
metrics and adaptation strategies. Based on the above literature and supported by both cognitive 
and graph-theoretic notions, we are constructing a toolbox of structure-based metrics and 
adaptations which can be used – in combination with content-based approaches – to make 
navigation easier on a wide variety of devices, in both mobile and desktop settings. Although 
information providers are already adapting their content to mobile context, we firmly believe that 
the proposed adaptations on the client side will still be essential to bridge the gap between user 
needs in different situations and the information that is provided. 
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